
Annika is all of 9 years. Gifted with vivid imagination and empowered by her
love for languages, she weaves together beautiful verses on subjects that appeal to

her young mind.
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Mom, you are and will always be my guiding light, my brightest star, my north 
pole! Love you forever. 

I would like to thank Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, prime minister
of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and the ruler of Dubai, for sending Hazza Al

Mansouri, the first astronaut from UAE, in space, inspiring millions of young
kids, like me, globally, to dream!

I would also like to express my gratitude to prime minister of India, Mr. Narendra
Modi, for the Chandrayan Mission conducted by ISRO that kindled my interest

in astronomy.
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Last night, I had a lovely dream,
I wore a helmet with a shiny screen.
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I went up high into space,
It all seemed like a flying race.
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The suit I wore was silver and bright,
I was out there in the starry night.
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